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Any balanced evaluation of the scope and character of pro- 
tection aflorded by social security programs cannot ignore the 
important contributions of workmen’s compensation. In this 
country, any historicaI treatment properly leads 08 with work- 
men’s compensation as the forerunner of our social insurance 
provisions. Such evaluations have been severely handicapped, 
however, by the Iack of yardsticks with which to measure the 
accomplishments of workmen’s compensation on a Nation- 
wide basis. The work done in developing such measures and 
the results of the analysis are described here. 

M ORE than a dozen years ago, 
the Division of Research and 
Statist& (then the Bureau 

of Research and Statistics) under- 
took to explore the possibility of de- 
veIoping. national measurements of 
the scope of workmen’s compensa- 
tion. Estimates of benefits paid 
during 1939 and 1940 under each of 
the State and Federal programs, and 
a description of the estimating 
method, were presented in a BUL- 
LETIN article in 1942.1 Since then, 
annual estimates of benefit Payments 
have been published periodically. 
Coverage estimates and methodolo,gy 
were first presented in the BULLETIN 
in 1950, along with other available 
data cn workmen’s compensation 
operations.~ 

The Division has since carried for- 
ward on a limited basis its efforts to 
refine these estimates and.to develop 
further measures of the scope and 
adequacy of workmen’s compensation 
programs. The present article serves 
as a compendium of the various 
measurements and at the same time 
presents more detaiIed analysis of 
the newly available data. 

Description of the Programs 
Most of the workmen’s compensa- 

tion programs in the United States 

* Division of Research and Statistics. 
OWce of the Commissioner. 

1 Michalina M. Libman, “Workmen’s 
Compensation Benefits in the United 
States, 1939 and 1940.” January 1942. 

2 Dorothy McCamman, “Workmen’s 
Compensation: Coverage, Premiums, and 
Payments,” July 1950. 
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are now about 40 years old. As early 
as 1908 the Federal Government 
covered its employees engaged in 
hazardous jobs. Some 30 States en- 
acted laws in the short period lQll- 
15. All except six had adopted pro- 
grams by the end of 1920. After this 
wave of legislative activity, nearly 
three decades elapsed-exactly four 
decades from the date of the first 
Federal act-before, in 1948, the last 
of these six States enacted its law. 

Workmen’s compensation legisla- 
tion replaces the common-law right 
of the worker to sue his employer for 
damages caused by the employer’s 
negligence. This right had proved a 
dubious one because of the customary 
common-law defenses available to 
the employer-assumed risk of the 
employment, negligence of fellow 
workers, and the employee’s con- 
tributory negligence-and because of 
the uncertainties, cost, and slowness 
of the court remedy. Compensation 
programs undertook instead to assure 
prompt payment of statutory benefits 
to injured employees and to the de- 
pendents of persons !<illed in in- 
dustry, regardless of fault or blame, 
and with costs paid by the employer 
as part of the expense of production. 

Some of the laws adopted by the 
States were compulsory and some 
elective. A compulsory statute re- 
quires every employer within the 
scope of the law to a.ccept its pro- 
visions and pay the compensation 
specified. An elective act may be ac- 
cepted or rejected by the employer, 
but those who reject it lose the cus- 

tomary common-law defenses. In 
some instances the laws are compul- 
sory with respect to certain employ- 
ments and elective with respect to 
others. Most acts permit 1egaIly ex- 
empt employers to accept voluntarily 
the coverage of the law. There are 
about an equal number of compulsory 
and elective acts, but the coverage of 
those classified as compulsory is 
much the greater. 

Another essential difference among 
the States in the framework of their 
compensation systems is in the or- 
ganizational method of insuring that 
compensation will be paid when due. 
Employers may choose their own pri- 
vate insurance companies except in 
seven States, where they are required 
to use the “exclusive” State fund in 
insuring their risks. Eleven other 
States have State funds, but these 
are “competitive” funds and em- 
ployers choose between insuring with 
the fund or with a private carrier. 
Under all but a few acts an employer 
may qualify as a ‘*self-insurer” by 
giving proof of ability to carry his 
own risk. 

The acts differ, too, with respect to 
the comprehensiveness of their cover- 
age provisions. None of the State laws 
covers all employments. Commonly, 
the laws exempt employers of ag-ri- 
cultural, domestic, and casual labor, 
as well as other employers who have 
fewer than a specified number of em- 
ployees. A number of laws define 
coverage in terms of hazardous or 
extrahazardous employment. 

Coverage Estimates 
In presenting estimates of the 

average monthly number of covered 
workers and the amount of covered 
payroll for the years 1940, 1946, and 
1948, the article in the July 1950 
BULLETIN included a detailed descrip- 
tion of the estimating method. As 
background for the new estimates, 
the estimating procedure is sum- 
marized briefly. 
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The estimates for the benchmark 
years of 1940 and 1946 were based 
primarily on payroll data provided 
by the National Council on Compen- 
sation Insurance, the major rate- 
making organization in the country. 
For each State, a covered payroll 
figure was built up consisting of the 
private-carrier payroll reported to 
the National Council (adjusted where 
necessary for incomplete membership 
of private carriers in the Council) ; 
self-insurers’ payrolls as reported to 
the State administrative agency or 
estimates of these payrolls; and- 
where relevant-payrolls insured by 
State funds, as reported to the Coun- 
cil for those competitive State funds 
that are members and on the basis 
of data obtained from the States for 
others. 

The covered payroll developed for 
each State was then translated into 
an estimate of the number of workers 
covered in an average month by using 
the relationship between payrolls and 
average monthly employment under 
the State’s unemployment insurance 
program in that year. Use of this 
conversion method yields a work- 
men’s compensation coverage esti- 
mate that is on the same basis as the 
coverage figure for the unemploy- 
ment insurance program-that is, 
the average of the number of workers 
in covered employment in the pay 
period of each type (weekly, semi- 
monthly, etc.) ending nearest the 
15th of each month. 

The estimates thus obtained were 
close-both in absolute amounts and 
in percentage increase over the years 
-to the coverage of the unemploy- 
ment insurance programs. This close 
relationship made it possible to pro- 
ject the workmen’s compensation 
estimates to later years by using the 
percentage increase under unemploy- 
ment insurance, with Federal workers 
treated separately. The projection 
method was used in developing the 
1948 estimates included in the earlier 
article and for the estimates that have 
been prepared in the intervening 
years. 

The new estimates also place pri- 
mary reliance on this projection 
method. For each State the estimated 
average monthly number of covered 
workers in 1946 was projected to 
1951, on the basis of the percentage 

increase in average monthly employ- 
ment covered under the unemploy- 
ment insurance programs, with ad- 
justmentswherenecessaryfor changes 
in the coverage provisions of the laws. 
These estimates were submitted to 
the respective State workmen’s com- 
pensation administrative agencies for 
review and comment. In some in- 
stances the State provided additional 
data or suggestions for improving the 
estimates. In general, however, the 
State’s reply took the form of ap- 
proval, sometimes qualified by a 
statement to the effect that the 
agency had no way of gauging the 
coverage of the act it administers but 
that the estimates looked reasonable. 

Because the coverage estimates are 
not uniformly good from State to 
State, only the national totals are 
shown in table 1. Individual State 
figures have been used, however, to 
arrive at other measurements in- 
cluded in the analysis below and as 
a weighting device in connection with 
the various beneflt provisions. 

In an average month in 1952, an 
estimated 38.5-39.5 million workers 
had protection under the State and 
Federal workmen’s compensation 
programs. The payroll covered by 
these programs is estimated at $135- 
140 billion for the calendar year. The 
coverage of workmen’s compensation 
thus extends to almost 4 out of every 
5 civilian wage and salary workers 
and to just above this proportion of 
civilian wages and salaries. These 
proportions are slightly higher than 
those in 1946 and 1948, when it was 
estimated that three-fourths of the 
civilian wage and salary workers were 
covered. Among the reasons for this 
growth are the addition of Missis- 

Table l.-Estimates of annual covered 
oavroll and number of workers 
cohered in an average m&h, 1940 
and 1945-52 

5;:;: 
78-81 
90-93 

100-103 
09-102 

IO&112 
125-130 
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24-25 
31 x-32% 
32x-33% 

34-35 
35-36 
34-35 
35-36 

ai 11-38 pi 
38X-39% 

sippi’s program (effective in 1949) 
and the increasing proportion of 
workers who are employed in non- 
agricultural industries, which come 
within the scope of the compensation 
acts, and the declining proportion in 
agricultural employment, which usu- 
ally is not covered. 

The workmen’s compensation 
coverage estimates exceeded the 
coverage of the State unemployment 
insurance programs by about 3-4 mil- 
lion workers in an average month in 
1952. Public employees at all levels of 
government - numbering almost 7 
million in 1952-are rarely covered by 
unemployment insurance but usually 
do have the protection of the work- 
men’s compensation programs. On 
the other hand, higher numerical ex- 
emptions under some of the work- 
men’s compensation laws and the 
elective nature of many such laws 
result in the exclusion of some in- 
dustrial workers who are protected 
against the risk of unemployment. 
Obviously, however, the overwhelm- 
ing majority of the workers are 
covered by both programs. 

Partly for comparability with 
coverage measurements under other 
programs, workmen’s compensation 
coverage has been measured in terms 
of average monthly employment 
rather than total employment during 
the year or during any period longer 
than the pay period. The average em- 
ployment concept seems especially 
suitable for a program that ties its 
protection to employment at a par- 
ticular time, that protects the worker 
against injuries while he is on the job 
but does not build up rights that 
carry over after he is no longer on 
the job. There are, however, many 
millions of persons who are in the 
labor force and covered by workmen’s 
compensation programs for only brief 
periods during the year. A coverage 
measure that reflects these in-and- 
out workers and relates to employ- 
ment during the year is used by the 
Chamber of Commerce, which esti- 
mates that “approximately 45,000,OOO 
workers are protected by workmen’s 
compensation in the United States.” 3 

“Potential” and “applicable” cover- 
age.-Different concepts of coverage 

3 Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States, Analysis of Workmen’s Compensa- 
tion Laws, January 1954. 
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Chart l.-Distribution of workmen’s compensation benefits, by type of insurer and by type of benefit payment, 1952 

TYPE OF INSURER TYPE OF BEMEFIT 

have sometimes been used to measure 
(a) the number of workers “poten- 
tially” coverable under State laws and 
(b) the number to whom the laws 
would be “applicable” if all the eleC- 
tions they provide had been made. 
The first type of measure includes all 
wage and salary workers except Fed- 
eral Government employees and 
railroad workers. The second type of 
measure makes the further subtrac- 
tions of agricultural, domestic, and 
casual workers and other exclusions 
indicatei in the laws. The measure- 
ment of applicable coverage makes no 
allowance for the voluntary accep- 
tance of the law by employers who are 
legally exempt and-on the other side 
of the coin-treats as covered those 
workers whose employers are within 
the prescribed scope of the act but 
prefer to reject it and risk a suit for 
damages (if the act is an elective 
one) or simply fail to comply (if the 
act is compulsory). 

Bureau of the Census data for April 
1950 provide an opportunity to esti- 
mate the potential and the applicable 
coverage for purposes of comparison 
with the “actual” coverage estimates. 
Potential coverage under State work- 
men’s compensation laws-that is. ail 
private wage and salary workers (ex- 
cept the interstate railroad workers) 
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plus State and local government em- 
ployees - approximated 42.3 million 
persons in April 1956. For the same 
month, it is estimated that actual 
coverage under the State programs 
was 32-33 million, or about 76-78 
percent of the potential coverage. 

The ratio of actual to potential 
coverage varies widely from State 
to State, depending on the composi- 
tion of the labor force and on statu- 
tory provisions. In three highly urban 
States with more than one-fifth of 
the potential coverage, the ratio of 
actual to potential coverage was 90 
percent or more; the laws of these 
States do not exempt small em- 
ployers, and in two of the three they 
are compulsory. The ratio was 85-90 
percent in five States with almost 
another fifth of the potential cover- 
age; all of these States have com- 
pulsory laws, and the only rural State 
among them makes no numerical 
exceptions. 

Of the seven States with ratios of 
SO-85 percent (containing 13 percent 
of the potential coverage), six have 
elective laws, but three of these 
States, as well as the one State with 
compulsory coverage, have little farm 
population; of the three rural States, 
two make no numerical exemptions. 
Another flfth of the potential cover- 

age was in 13 States with ratios be- 
tween 65 percent and 80 percent; no 
highly rural States are in this group, 
and nine have compulsory laws. 

There were 21 States, which to- 
gether accounted for just over one- 
quarter of the potential coverage, 
where the ratio of actual to Potential 
coverage was less than 65 Percent. 
With six exceptions these States have 
elective laws. The group contains 11 
of the Nation’s 15 most rural States 
and has none of the 15 most urban. 

It is generally recognized as socially 
desirable that all wage and salary 
workers be protected against employ- 
ment injuries. The usual law does 
not attempt, however, to cover farm 
employment, and rurality therefore 
greatly affects the ratio of actual to 
potential coverage. A measurement 
of the effectiveness of a specific law 
in reaching those workers it is in- 
tended to cover-that is, the relative 
effectiveness of compulsory and elec- 
tive laws-must consequently be in 
terms of applicable coverage. 

The earlier BULLETIN article com- 
pared the findings of Arthur H. 
Reede4 as to applicable coverage in 
1940 with the Division’s estimate of 

4 Adequacy of Workmen’s Compensation, 
Harvard University Press, 194’7. 
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Table 2.-Payments by type of insurance, 193942 

[Amounts in thousands] 

Total 

Amount 

1939...--...-.-...-.-.. 
1940.~.~............... 
1941....-...-.-.....-.. 
l942...--~..-.-.-.-.-.. 
1943...--.....-.-.-.... 
1944....~.............. 
1845...-..-.-.-...-.-.. 
1946...-~-...--...~--.~ 
1947.-.-............... 
1948...-- -- 
1949...-...-.-.-....... 
1950...-.....-......... 
1951.........-......... 
1952...--.....-...-.-.. 

408,738 
431,427 
486,175 
534,344 
567.615 
617,283 
710,339 
787,410 

Percent Amount Percent 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

I 
Insurance losses 
paid by private 

insurance carriers 1 

- 

- 

W? ;g 
159: 823 
190,239 
213,123 
236,655 
252,570 
269,798 
301,833 
334,699 
353,140 
381,329 
444,416 
490,793 

1 Net cash and medical benefits paid during the 
calendar year by private insurance carriers under 
standard workmen’s compensation policies. Data 
from the Spectator (Premiwns and Losses by States 01 
Casualty, Surety and Miscellaneous Lines for 1939 
through 1949 data; Insurance by Stated of Fire, Marine, 
C’aaualty, Surety and Miscellaneous Lines for data 
since 1949). 

2 Net cash and medical benefits paid by competi- 
tive and exclusive State funds, and the Federal 

actual coverage for the same period. 
The estimated range of actual cover- 
age under the State laws amounted to 
85-89 percent of the Reede estimate, 
with the ratios tending to be some- 
what higher in States with compul- 
sory laws than in those with elective 
laws. 

For a comparable analysis relating 
to 1950, it was necessary to estimate 
applicable coverage, using Bureau of 
the Census data for the base and for 
the exclusions of such groups as farm 
and domestic workers, and roughly es- 
timating the effect of numerical ex- 
clusions from old-age and survivors 
insurance data. (No refinements were 
possible when laws were couched in 
terms of “hazardous employment” or 
had special provisions for the coverage 
of State and local government em- 
ployees.) 

BY this rough method, applicable 
coverage was estimated to be just 
under 37 million in April 1950. The 
range of actual coverage for the same 
month was 87-90 percent. For the 
States with compulsory laws the 
actual coverage-the midpoint of the 
range-amounted to 93 percent of the 
applicable coverage; in those with 
elective laws, it was 83 percent. Of 
the 23 States with laws classified as 
compulsory, seven htd ratios of 95 
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52.0 
52.6 
64.9 
57.9 
60.4 
61.4 
61.8 
62. 1 
62. 1 
62.6 
62.2 
61.8 
62.6 
62.3 

Type of insurance 

State fund Self-insurance 
disbursements 2 payments 3 

Amount Percent 

%i: 
77: 202 

29.2 28.3 
26. 5 

81,247 24.7 
80,574 22. 8 
85,990 22.3 
91,255 22. 3 
96,053 22. 1 

110.303 22. 7 
121,048 22. 7 
131,709 23. 2 
148,693 24. 1 
169,963 

, 
23.9 

192,483 , 24.5 
/ 

system for Government employees. Compiled from 
State reports (published and unpublished) and from 
the Spectator or other insurance publications; data 
for flseal years for some funds. 

8 Cash and medical benefits paid by self-insurers, 
plus the value of medical benefits paid by employers 
carrying workmen’s compensation policies that do 
not include the standard medical coverage. Esti- 
mated from available State data. 

percent or more, seven ratios were be- 
tween 85 and 95 percent, and only 
three were less than 70 percent. For 
the 26 States with elective laws, the 
ratio of actual to applicable coverage 
was more than 95 percent in only four, 
between 85 percent and 95 percent in 
six, and less than 70 percent in as 
many as six. 

Benefit Payments 
Compensation payments and medi- 

cal benefits for injured workers to- 
taled $787 million during the year 1952 
and probably reached $850 million 
during 1953. The distribution of these 
payments is shown in chart 1. 

The 1952 total represents a 235- 
percent increase from 1939, the bench- 
mark year of the benefit series pre- 
pared by the Division. During the 14 
years the payments made by private 
carriers have quadrupled, while State 
fund disbursements have not quite 
tripled, and self-insurance payments 
have little more than doubled. As a 
result of their faster rate of growth, 
Private carriers paid 62 percent of all 
benefits in 1952 as against 52 percent 
in 1939 (table 2). 

Private carriers had gained this 
larger share of the total by 1944, and 
since that year their rate of growth 
has been somewhat less than the rate 

for State funds. Between 1944 and 
1952, losses paid by private carriers 
increased 107 percent and State fund 
disbursements, 124 percent. Exclusive 
State funds, together with the system 
for Federal Government employees, 
contributed proportionately more of 
the increase than did competitive 
State funds. 

Of the $787 million paid in benefits 
in 1952, one-third went for hospitali- 
zation and other medical costs and 
two-thirds for compensating the wage 
loss of injured or deceased workmen 
(table 3). Medical costs had accounted 
for slightly more than one-third of 
the total in 1939 but had dropped to 
about three-tenths during the war. 
Over the years, compensation paid to 
the survivors of workers dying from 
industrial accidents has formed a 
steadily decreasing proportion of all 
benefits; from about one-eighth in 
1939, it dropped to only one-twelfth 
in 1952. 

Benefits in relation to payrolls.-A 
number of factors combine to account 
for the growth in workmen’s compen- 
sation payments-the expanding labor 
force protected by the programs, the 
rise in wage rates on which cash bene- 
fits are based as well as increasing 
costs of hospitalization and medical 
benefits, and statutory liberalizations 
in the benefits provided. With the ex- 
ception of the last item these factors 
are reflected-indirectly in the case of 
medical costs-in the increase in the 
payroll covered by workmen’s com- 
pensation programs. To maintain the 
same relative effectiveness over a 
period of years, the growth in benefit 
payments would have to keep pace 
with the growth in insured payrolls, 
unless injuries were to decline in fre- 
quency and severity. Actually the rise 
in benefit payments has lagged far be- 
hind that in insured payrolls during 
the period for which estimates are 
available. Benefit payments amounted 
to 0.72 percent of the covered payroll 
for 1940; by 1945 the ratio had 
dropped to 0.56 percent, and it con- 
tinued downward to a low of 0.53 in 
1947 and 1948. The proportion was 
0.56 during the years 1949-51 and 
then rose slightly to 0.57 in 1952. 

That an improvement in accident 
rates does not completely explain the 
lower ratios of benefit payments to in- 

Social Security 



Chart 2.-Maximum weekly benefit under workmen’s compensation laws for terrzporary total~disa&ility,ZJune 1953, in 
relation to average weekly wage, 1952, by State’ 

BENEFIT AS PERCENT OF WAGE PERCENT OFTOTALCOVERAGE 
80 60 40 20 0 0 4 8 12 

MAXIM 
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SUPPLEMENTARY 
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DEPENDENTS 
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IOWA 
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VT. 
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IND. 
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NEV. 

TEX. 
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IDAHO 
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WYO. 
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c,I 

1 Maximum weekly benefit for worker with and without eligible 3 For workers with average wage, maximum same with or with- 
dependents under laws paying dependents’ allowances; average out dependents, though compensation of worker with dependents 
wage for workers covered by State unemployment insurance. is based on higher proportion of wages. 

2 Four dependents assumed. 
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sured payrolls is indicated by the BU- 
reau of Labor Statistics series on work 
injuries in manufacturing. The in- 
jury-frequency rate per million em- 
ployee-hours worked was 15.3 in 1940. 
somewhat less than the 1951 rate of 
15.5 and considerably less than the 
rates of the war years and immedi- 
ately thereafter (20.0 in 1943. 18.6 in 
1945, 19.9 in 1946, and 18.8 in 1947). 
The severity of injuries, as measured 
by the average number of days lost 
per 1,000 employee-hours worked, has 
decreased in the last few Years but 
was no lower in 1945 and 1946 than 
in 1940. On balance, therefore, it ap- 
pears that the amount paid in benefits 
to injured workers fell seriously be- 
hind the rise in insured wages during 
the forties. 

Proportion of wage loss compen- 
sated.-Two out of every 3 workers 
protected by workmen’s compensation 
laws are covered by legislation in 
which the intent-as measured by the 
statutory percentage-is to compen- 
sate 67 percent or more of the weekly 
wage during total disability. Only 
three States, with less than 2 percent 
of the covered workers, now specify a 
percentage maximum that is less than 
60 percent of wages. 

This statutory percentage has some- 
times been used as a measure of the 
proportion of wage loss met by the 
workmen’s compensation programs.5 
Actually the statutory percentage is 
only one of several factors determin- 
ing the proportion of wage loss com- 
pensated. It is a factor that can 
rapidly diminish in importance in a 
period of rising wages. 

In the decade 1939-49, the weekly 
dollar maximum assumed increasing 
importance in determining the com- 
pensation rate. In 1939-when half 
the laws provided a maximum of less 
than $20 a week and $25 was the 
highest amount payable under the 
State laws-these dollar maximums 
were nevertheless high enough so that 
they did not nullify the liberality of 

5 Durlng hearings on a 1919 amendment 
to raise the proportion in the Pennsyl- 
vania law from 60 percent to 60 percent, 
the proposed rate was attacked repeatedly 
on the ground that it would disturb the 
existing equal distribution of the loss be- 
tween the employer and the employee. (E. 
H. Downey. Methods of Comparing Com- 
pensation Costs, Bureau of Labor Statis- 
tias Bulletin No. 281, 1921, p. 183.) 
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Table 3.-Benefits by type, 1939-52 

Yetlr Total 

-- 

1939-- $235 
1940---- 
P&l--. 2 
1942e-.e 
SW---- E 
1944-.. 386 
1945--.- 409 
194lL... 434 
1947-- 
194Lm- ii: 
1949-- 
1950-- i% 
1951..- 
1952-.-e Et 

T 
- 

E 

h 

_- 

- 

(In millions] 

Type of benefit 

vIedi& 
and 

isspits 
i&ion 
Pay- 

ments 

$2 
100 

:i; 
120 
125 
140 
160 
175 
185 
200 
233 
260 

_- 

tio 
ts 

Total 

%! 
191 

2: 

%2 

iit 
359 
333 
417 
477 
527 

-- - 

Dis- SW- 
.bility vivor 

3;: 

157 
185 
203 

Ei 
%I 
309 
331 
362 
417 
462 

n 

the law with respect to the statutory 
percentage. In virtually every State, a 
worker receiving the average weekly 
wage (as measured by the unemploy- 
ment insurance program) could re- 
ceive the proportion of his wage loss 
specified in the statute. 

Ten years later. however, this was 
the situation in only a few States, 
even though the maximum dollar 
amounts had been raised considerably. 
More than three-fourths of the laws 
provided maximum weekly benefits 
(including allowances for dependents ) 
of $25 or more, with 11 providing a 
maximum of $35 or more. Liberaliza- 
tions between the end of 1949 and the 
middle of 1953 increased to 20 the 
total number of laws with maximums 
of $35 or more and reduced to two the 
number providing less than $25. These 
higher maximums, however, had still 
not caught up with rising wages and 
were high enough in only five States 
to permit the statutory percentage to 
be effective for workers with average 
wages. These five States, which had 
Only 3.3 percent of the covered work- 
ers, provided statutory percentages 
somewhat less than the widely used 
two-thirds. 

To gauge the maximum effective 
percentage, the maximum dollar bene- 
fits payable under the laws in 1949, 
1952, and 1953 (or the maximum for a 
worker without qualified dependents 
Under the 14 acts that now provide 
supplementary allowances) have been 
related to the average wage of the pre- 
ceding year. With the maximums ef- 

fective at the middle of 1953, a worker 
in receipt of the average 1952 wage 
would have been paid a benefit 
amounting to less than 50 percent of 
his wage Under more than two-thirds 
of the laws (chart 2). In 1949 there 
was only one State, with less than one- 
half of 1 percent of the covered work- 
ing population, in which the maxi- 
mum benefit was less than 35 percent 
of the average wage; by 1953 the 
number of such States had increased 
to four, with 6.5 percent of total cov- 
erage. 

Six out of 10 covered workers were 
in States where the maximum benefit 
both in 1952 and Under the liberaliza- 
tions of 1953 amounted to 40.0-49.9 
percent of the preceding year’s aver- 
age wage. As may be seen from the 
tabulation, however, the concentra- 
tion of coverage below the 45-percent 
point was much greater for 1953 max- 
imums in relation to 1952 wages than 
for 1952 maximums in relation to 1951 
wages. The 1953 liberalizations did 
have the effect of slightly increasing 
the coverage at 50 percent or more- 
23 percent for the 1953 maximum as 
against 21 Percent for 1952. In neither 
Year were more than 1 in 10 workers, 
including Federal workers, covered by 
laws providing maximums of as much 
as 60 Percent of the average wage. 

Maximum 3rs xumber of laws 

1952 1953 

i ‘i 
12 17 
12 
6 i 
5 3 
4 4 

1.6 6.5 
17.3 11.0 
23.2 35.8 
36.6 23.3 
7.9 9.8 
3.2 4.4 

10.2 9.2 

The weekly wage loss above the ef- 
fective rate of compensation is not the 
only cost of industrial injury that the 
worker is expected to bear. Other costs 
not met by the workmen’s compensa- 
tion program include the entire wage 
loss from work injuries of shorter 
duration than the waiting period and, 
in States that do not pay compensa- 
tion retroactively to the date of the 
injury, the wage loss in the early days 
of disabilities that last long enough to 
be compensable. They include also 
losses beyond the specified maximums 
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with respect to aggregate payments or 
duration of payment; at the middle of 
1953. only 1 in 4 laws provided for pay- 
ment of death benefits to the widow 
for life or until remarriage and to the 
children until grown, and fewer than 
half the State laws assured that com- 
pensation for permanent total disabil- 
ity would be paid for life or the dura- 
tion of the disability. Since there are 
strict limitations on medical beneflts 
in one-third of the laws, the costs fall- 
ing on the worker may also include 
some medical or hospitalization ex- 
penses unless the insurer voluntarily 
assumes these costs in order to reduce 
the period of disability for which com- 
pensation is payable. 

In the absence of any valid measure 
of the overall proportion of the cost 
that workmen’s compensation pro- 
grams are meeting, a simple calcula- 
tion has been made with respect to the 
wage loss for an average case of tem- 
porary total disability. Restriction of 
the analysis to this “segment’‘-a seg- 
ment accounting for about 95 percent 
of all cases according to the American 
Accident Table and the work-injury 
data of the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
-reduces the number of assumptions 
that need be made and bypasses such 
knotty problems as disability classifi- 
cation and working-life expectancy of 
serious cases. It must be recognized, 
however, that a calculation limited to 
temporary disability cases overstates 
the proportion of wage loss compen- 
sated in all work injuries covered by 
the workmen’s compensation pro- 
gram. The reason is that temporary 
disability seldom lasts long enough to 
bring into play the durational or ag- 
gregate maximums that curtail pay- 
ments in death or permanent disabil- 
ity cases, a factor that more than 
offsets the deduction for the waiting 
period. 

A measure of the program’s greater 
effectiveness in compensating injuries 
that are of short duration than those 
that are permanent or result in death 
is found in Arthur Reede’s detailed 
calculations.6 His data indicate that, 
in 1940, the North Carolina law com- 
pensated 47.7 percent of the wage loss 
in temporary disability cases but only 
21.4 percent in permanent and fatal 
cases; in Massachusetts, for the policy 

6 Op. cit., pp. 205-225. 
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Table I.-Countrywide experience of stock and mutual companies operating 
in the State of New York, 1939-52 

Year 

$3, ;;g, m: 
134: 567 
164,601 
206,455 
242,273 
249,641 
241,168 

E4% 
345: 754 
336,222 
336,641 
334,025 
441,611 

$2,“;: g; 

82: 489 
104,150 
138.040 
150,534 
151,642 
145,206 
150,605 
201,843 
226,194 
!230,098 
230,294 
278,177 
311,580 

Stock companies 

$2,“;; 02 
75: 088 
93,328 

123,263 
142,963 
141,989 
146,593 
144,856 
170,312 
182,026 
176,320 
206,698 
257,268 
‘284,065 

Mutual companies ’ 

$1,444 aa& 
45: 616 
61,657 
77,990 
86,406 
88,407 
84,138 
90,881 

108,907 
118.978 
132,658 
143,013 
173,601 
193,655 

1 All figures disregard dividends to policyholders, 
which, if taken into consideration, result in higher 
loss ratios and expense ratios; net gain ratio represents 
ratio before dividends to policyholders. 

year 1935, the proportion compensated 
was 54.9 percent for temporarily in- 
jured workers and 25.2 percent for the 
others. More recent measures of this 
difference are found in the annual re- 
ports on work injuries published by 
Illinois. Of the compensable cases 
closed for the ilrst time in 1952, the 
wage loss compensated was estimated 
at 30 percent for temporary cases but 
at only 13 percent for permanent- 
total cases, 14 percent for permanent- 
partial cases, and less than 6 percent 
for fatal cases.’ 

The proportion of wage loss com- 
pensated in temporary total disability 
has been calculated for an “average” 
case in a hypothetical State having a 
law of “average” liberality. It assumes 
an average duration of 17 days-the 
average time lost during 1952 by work- 
ers in manufacturing whose injuries 
resulted in only temporary disability, 
incapacitating for one full day or more 

7 State of Illinois, Division of Statistics 
and Research, Annual Report on Com- 
pensable Work Injuries. 1952. part II. 
table 9. 

58.4 $576.066 23.3 
54.0 17.971 7.3.7 
55.3 19,467 23.6 
59.2 24,059 23.1 
56.5 30,507 22.1 
57.4 33.720 22.4 
58.3 33.210 21.9 
57.9 33,978 23.4 
60.3 34,940 23.2 
54.0 45,415 22.5 
52. 6 51,798 22.9 
57. 7 54,073 23.5 
62. 1 56.422 24.5 
62.4 67,597 24.3 
62.2 72,910 23.4 

- 

37. 5 
42.2 
42.7 

E:! 
35.6 
35.3 
36.3 
39.2 

E 
37.6 
39.2 
37. 2 
35.2 

3.8 
3.2 
1.5 
a. 5 
2.8 
FL 4 
7.8 
2.9 
3. 1 
8.6 

10.6 
10.0 
-.6 

-4.a 
.5 

18.3 
22.3 
21. 1 
17.7 
21.4 

E 
18: 7 
16.5 
23.5 
24.5 
18.8 
13.4 
13.3 
14.4 

Source: Compiled from data in the Annual Ret 
ports of the New York State Insurance Depertmen 
and from data in the Annual Casualty-Surety Edi- 
tions of The Eastern Underwriter. 

but not leaving any permanent ill 
effects.8 Assuming further a weekly 
wage of $69 (the 1952 rate for the 
average worker covered by the unem- 
ployment insurance program) the 
wage loss of the injured worker would 
be $168. 

The law of this hypothetical State 
provides for a ‘I-day waiting period 
and pays compensation retroactively 
to the date of the injury only if dis- 
ability lasts as long as 28 days. (Al- 
most four-fifths of the workers cov- 
ered by the State programs are under 
laws that specify a ‘I-day waiting 
period. The 28-day requirement for 
retroactive payment is somewhat less 
general, but about two-thirds of the 
coverage is in States that require at 
least 28 days-and some as long as 6 
or 7 weeks-and the other third is 
fairly evenly divided between States 
with less rigid requirements and those 
that make no retroactive payments.) 
This combination of waiting-period 
-- 

8 “Work Injuries in the United States,” 
Monthly Labor Review, January 1954. 
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provisions in relation to disabilities 
lasting an average of 17 days has a 
discount of almost 25 percent, accord- 
ing to the distribution by duration of 
temporary total disability cases in the 
American Accident Table.9 Hence its 
effect is to compensate only 75.2 per- 
cent, or 12.8 days, of the average 17 
days lost. 

The weekly rate of compensation 
for the 12.8 days is estimated gener- 
ously at $33. This is the average, 
weighted by coverage, of the weekly 
dollar maximums (including depend- 
ents’ allowances) of the State pro- 
grams payable after the liberaliza- 
tions enacted through the middle of 
1953. Obviously, use of this average 
maximum will overstate the effective 
rate of compensation, not only be- 
cause the maximum is that for a 
worker with dependents but because 
all workers with wages less than $49.50 
(assuming a statutory percentage of 
two-thirds) will receive less than the 
weekly dollar maximum. Accurate de- 
termination of the effective rate of 
compensation would require a distri- 
bution of wages in relation to a specific 
combination of benefit provisions-a 
determination that is theoretically 
possible and meaningful for a single 
law but not for this “average” pro- 
gram. 

Payment at the rate of $33 per com- 
pensable week would mean that the 
average temporary total disability 
case receives a total of $60.34 for the 
12.8 compensable days, or only 36 per- 
cent of the estimated wage loss of 
$168. Thus it may be concluded that 
workmen’s compensation is probably 
leaving unmet, on the average, about 
two-thirds of the wage loss in tempo- 
rary disability cases and an even 
greater proportion of the aggregate 
wage loss from all disabilities of all 
covered workers, including those 
fatally or permanently injured. When 
the entire wage loss of employees not 
covered by a workmen’s compensation 
program is also considered, it becomes 

9 The table was used by Mr. Reed@ (op. 
cit.) in his detailed calculations of the 
theoretical proportion of wage loss com- 
pensated by the laws of North Carolina 
and Massachusetts. Its use for the present 
calculations was considered appropriate, 
since the temporary total disabilities dis- 
tributed therein have an average duration 
consistent with 1952’s l’l-day average. 

evident that by far the larger share of 
the cost of industrial accidents falls on 
the worker and his family. 

Costs of Workmen’s 
Compensation 

An individual employer’s cost of 
protecting his workers under the com- 
pensation law is determined, to a great 
extent, by his industrial classification 
and the hazards of that classification, 
subject to modification for his experi- 
ence rating. The premium rate he 
pays, compared with the premium 
rate for the same industrial classifi- 
cation in another State, reflects the 
level of benefits provided by the law 
of his jurisdiction. His costs will also 
depend on the method by which he in- 
sures his compensation liability- 
through a private stock or mutual 
company, through an exclusive or 
competitive State fund, or through 
carrying his own risk. In combination, 
the variables produce an extremely 
wide range in the percentages of pay- 
roll employers spend for this protec- 
tion. 

For employers in the aggregate, 
however, workmen’s compensation 
costs have been running just under 
1 percent of covered payroll in recent 
years. An estimate of total costs to 
employers for the calendar years 
1949-52 has now been developed by 
the same method used for 1940 and 
1948 costs reported in the earlier ar- 
ticle. The cost for employers insured 
by private carriers is the sum of 
premiums written by all private car- 
riers as reported by the Spectator. A 
total of premiums paid by employers 
insured through State funds has been 
built up from the Spectator and State 
publications, with data reported on a 
fiscal-year basis converted to calen- 
dar-year estimates. The costs for self - 
insurers have been estimated by 
adding to their payments for compen- 
sation and medical care another 5-10 
percent to allow for the administrative 
costs they pay directly or through 
taxes to cover the administrative 
costs of the State agency. The “pre- 
mium” estimate for the system for 
Federal Government employees-fi- 
nanced through annual congressional 
appropriation-consists of the sum of 
the benefit payments and the admin- 
istrative costs of the Bureau of Em- 

ployees’ Compensation, converted to a 
calendar-year basis. 

The total premium figure thus de- 
rived amounts to about $1,010 mil- 
lion for 1949, a slight drop from the 
1948 total of $1,014-1,018 million esti- 
mated earlier. Estimated costs again 
reached the 1948 level during 1950 and 
continued upward in 1951 to almost 
$1,190 million. The 1952 total is esti- 
mated at $14/3 billion and consists of 
$956 million in private carrier premi- 
ums, $229 million in State fund premi- 
ums, $109-115 million as the cost of 
self-insuring, and $41 million for the 
system for Federal employees. 

In relation to covered payroll, total 
costs to employers dropped from 1.2 
percent in 1940 to 1.0 percent in 1948 
and 1949, to 0.9 percent in 1950 and 
1951, and then rose slightly to just 
under 1.0 percent for 1952. 

In addition to the cost to employers 
of protecting their workers against 
employment injuries, mention should 
be made of the cost paid by State 
governments in administering the 
workmen’s compensation laws and of 
supervising the operations of the in- 
surance medium-the private carrier, 
the self-insurer, and/or the State 
fund. In five States the laws are ad- 
ministered by the courts, and it is 
impossible to separate the costs at- 
tributable to workmen’s compensa- 
tion from those attributable to other 
caseloads. In the seven States with 
exclusive funds and under the system 
for Federal Government employees, 
the task of administering the law is 
generally merged with that of provid- 
ing insurance protection, so that sep- 
arate cost Agures for the administra- 
tive functions are also unattainable. 
In the other States (including those 
with competitive State funds), where 
workmen’s compensation laws are 
administered through State-created 
commissions, departments, or agen- 
cies, data on administrative costs are 
available for recent years. 

In 1950 and 1951, administrative 
costs in these 36 States and the Dis- 
trict of Columbia amounted to $13.3 
million and $14.2 million, respectively. 
Not all these amounts, however, rep- 
resented a cost in addition to that 
paid by employers. In 19 States, ex- 
penses amounting to $7.9 million and 
$8.5 million for the 2 years were 
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financed through assessments against 
the insurance mediums and were 
already reflected in the premium 
charges of carriers to employers. Only 
in the 17 States and the District of 
Columbia, where administrative ex- 
penses were financed through appro- 
priations from the general treasury, 
did administrative expenses-totaling 
$5.4 million and $5.7 million for 1950 
and for 1951-represent a cost of 
workmen’s compensation in addition 
to that charged in premiums. 

Financing workmen’s compensation 
costs through assessments rather 
than legislative appropriations per- 
mits State administrative agencies to 
be self-supporting and self-directing 
and offers greater assurance that suf- 
ficient administrative funds will be 
available for essential services. The 
advantage may be illustrated by a 
comparison of the relative amount of 
administrative dollars available under 
the two methods of financing. In 1951, 
in the States that relied on legislative 
appropriations, there was allocated 
for administration $2.12 for every 
$106 of benefits paid, while in the 
States that relied on assessments the 
administrative agencies received $2.88 
per $100 of benefits disbursed. 

Ratio of Losses to Premiums 
The $787 million paid out in med- 

ical and cash benefits amounted to 
59 cents for every dollar of the $144; 
billion spent by employers in 1951 to 
insure their workers. This is a con- 
siderably higher rate of return than 
the 53 percent found earlier for 1948. 

The ratio of benefits paid during 
the year to insurance costs for the 
same year is subject to considerable 
misinterpretation. In the Arst place, 
the overall ratio conceals very differ- 
ent ratios resulting from differences 
in the insurance mechanisms. Thus, 
for self-insurers and the system for 
Federal Government employees, the 
ratio is around 95 percent because the 
cost is figured as payments during the 
year plus administrative expenses. 
For participating carriers-primarily 
mutual companies - and for some 
State funds, the ratio is lower than 
it would be were it possible to take 
dividends into account; that is, the 
cost included for employers insured 
by these carriers is overstated insofar 

as a portion of their premiums may 
later be returned in the form of divi- 
dends. And for all private carriers 
and State funds, a loss ratio based on 
losses paid during the year is lower 
than one based on losses incurred. 
This difference is especially great in 
a period when insured payrolls are 
rising rapidly; the large amounts of 
premium income that must be set 
aside to cover liabilities for future 
payments may be considerably in ex- 
cess of amounts paid during the year 
in cases continued from earlier years 
when wages and compensation rates 
were lower. 

The relationship of the amount of 
losses incurred to the premiums 
earned is the measure commonly used 
by insurance organizations in evalu- 
ating and revising their manual rates. 
Data needed to determine this ratio 
are not available in a continuous ser- 
ies going back to 1939 for all private 
carriers or for State funds. The an- 
nual reports of the New York State 
Insurance Department, however, con- 
tain pertinent data on the country- 
wide business of private carriers oper- 
ating in the State, representing about 
80 percent of all business underwrit- 
ten for United States employers by 
insurance companies. From these 
data the shifts in loss ratios, along 
with trends in expense ratios and 
underwriting gains for stock and mu- 
tual companies, can be traced for the 
years 1939-52 (table 4). 

Caution must be used in comparing 
loss and expense ratios, since the 
mode of operation of stock and mu- 
tual companies is different. Nonpar- 
ticipating stock companies, for exam- 
ple, distribute proilts among their 
stockholders, while the bulk of the 
profits of mutual companies is re- 
turned to policyholders as dividends 
-representing in essence the differ- 
ence between the anticipated and ac- 
tual cost of insurance. If data were 
available for use in computing the 
l&s and expense ratios of mutual 
companies based on premium volume 
less dividend payments, the ratios for 
these companies would be somewhat 
higher than those shown in table 4. 

Without this adjustment the loss 
ratios of mutual and stock com- 
panies, when averaged for the 14 
years, are almost identical. Stock 

companies earned $3.8 billion in 
premiums and paid to claimants or 
reserved for future payments $2.2 
billion, for a loss ratio of 58.7 per- 
cent; mutual companies earned $2.5 
billion in premiums while incurring 
losses of $1.4 billion, for a ratio of 
58.4 percent. 

Mutual companies, however, be- 
cause of their dividend privilege and 
their more selective underwriting, 
have better protection than stock 
companies against extreme fluctua- 
tions of losses. Their loss ratio varied 
from 52.6 percent in 1948 to 62.4 per- 
cent in 1951, in comparison with a 
range for stock companies of 52.4 per- 
cent in 1949 to 67.0 percent in 1951. 

For both stock and mutual com- 
panies, loss ratios in the war and 
early postwar years were relatively 
low, exceeding 60 percent in only 1 
year. In sharp contrast, the loss ratio 
in every year since 1949 has been 
more than 60 percent. Rates of the 
latter magnitude are considered un- 
favorable by insurance underwriters, 
especially when superimposed on un- 
favorable experience in certain other 
major casualty lines. 

Stock companies have generally 
found the workmen’s compensation 
line less profitable than have the mu- 
tual companies. During 1939-52, stock 
companies earned an underwriting 
profit of 3.8 percent, while mutual 
companies averaged an underwriting 
surplus of 18.3 percent. The under- 
writing gain of stock companies fiuc- 
tuated considerably from year to 
Year, ranging from a profit of 10.6 
Percent in 1948 to a deficit of 4.2 per- 
cent in 1951. Mutual companies also 
showed variation in their underwrit- 
ing gain, but in no year since 1939 
has their surplus dipped below 13.0 
percent. 

The better financial showing of 
mutual companies is mainly attrib- 
utable to their lower expense ratio. 
In 1939-52, stock companies incurred 
expenses averaging 37.5 percent of 
premiums earned, while mutual com- 
panies incurred expenses averaging 
only 23.3 percent of premiums earned. 
As indicated earlier, however, this 
difference would be somewhat less if 
it were possible to make the upward 
adjustment in the mutual companies’ 
ratios on account of dividends. The 
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expense ratios of stock companies 
have shown a gradual decline-from 
a high of 42.7 percent in 1940 to a 
low of 35.2 percent in 1952-but still 
remain considerably higher than the 
expense ratios of mutual companies, 
which ranged from 21.9 percent in 
1944 to 24.5 percent in 1950. 

The disparity in expense ratios is 
primarily due to the greater acquisi- 
tion costs of stock companies. Stock 
companies sell the major proportion 
of their policies through commis- 
sioned agents, while mutuals sell most 
of their policies direct through sal- 
aried employees of the company. In 
recent years, acquisition costs and 
field supervision have averaged about 
17 percent of premiums earned for 
stock companies, as against 7 percent 
for mutuals. Analysis of other items 
in the “expense loading” shows that 
mutual companies generally spend 
proportionately less for everything 
except inspection and the activities of 
rating bureaus and other company 
organizations. 

Mutual companies have expanded 
their compensation business at a 
faster rate than have stock compa- 
nies; their premiums earned in 1952 
were 311 percent higher than in 1939 
in contrast to a 234-percent increase 
for stock companies. While in 1939 
t,he mutual companies wrote 36 per- 
cent of the compensation insurance 
sold by mutual and stock companies, 
by 1951 this proportion had risen to 
42 percent. 

Since competitive State funds spend 
a very small proportion of premiums 
for business-getting. and exclusive 
State funds spend practically nothing 
at all, it is to be expected that the ex- 
pense ratios of State funds are lower 
than those of private carriers. For 
1951 the administrative costs (ex- 
eluding loss adjustment expenses) of 
all State funds came to 9.0 percent of 
premiums written-lo.9 percent for 
competitive funds and 6.8 percent for 
exclusive funds. Recognition, how- 
ever, should be given to the fact that 
private carriers include in their pre- 
mium rates and expense loading cer- 
tain charges that not all State funds 
are required to meet-such as taxes, 
dividend payments, and some admini- 
strative costs. In addition, private 
carriers may provide special consulta- 
tive services in the Aeld of accident 
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prevention, rehabilitation, payroll au- 
diting, and merit rating that are 
often inadequately furnished by State 
funds. 

Number of BeneJiciaries 
From time to time, the Division of 

Research and Statistics has worked 
on developing an estimate of the 
number of persons drawing work- 
men’s compensation cash payments. 
For some years now this has been the 
only major gap in the Division’s sta- 
tistical series on beneficiaries of so- 
cial insurance and related programs; 
the bridging of this gap represented 
a special challenge in that workmen’s 
compensation predates the other 
forms of social insurance in this 
country. 

In exploring the possibility of ob- 
taining an estimate, attention had 
been centered on two types of data- 
statistics published regularly by many 
States on the number of open cases 
or cases closed during the year and 
unpublished data, compiled and made 
available by the National Council on 
Compensation Insurance, on awards 
during the year. The published data 
were found not usable for the purpose 
because the States differ greatly in 
their practices of classification by ex- 
tent of disability and in their policies 
with respect to holding cases open. 
Nor could the Council data, although 
consistently classified, be readily 
translated into a count of the number 
receiving benefits at a given point in 
the Year-the type of measure needed 
for comparability with beneficiary 
counts avaiIable for other programs. 

Some Years after these efforts were 
abandoned, it was decided that an en- 
tirely different approach might be 
worthwhile. Data would be sought 
from the insurance carrier, which 
writes and mails the benefit checks 
and is therefore in a much better po- 
sition to know how many persons cur- 
rently receive compensation than is 
the State administrative agency or 
the national rate-making organiza- 
tion. Information on the number of 
cases of the largest carriers-with 
compensation business spread broadly 
throughout the country so that State 
differences in payment levels are 
ProPerly reflected-could then be pro- 
jected to a Nationwide estimate on 
the basis of the relationship of their 

premiums or losses to the national 
total. 

Before embarking on the new proj- 
ect, a leading private insurance car- 
rier (the Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company) was consulted about the 
reasonableness of the general ap- 
proach and asked for advice on spe- 
cific procedures. The company re- 
sponded generously, not only with 
guidance on methods but with the 
offer to do the necessary sampling of 
its own records if the project were 
undertaken. The carrier proposed to 
work from its regular records of the 
number of open cases as of the end 
of each month-records of a type 
probably kept by most large com- 
panies. These open cases include, in 
addition to cases actually receiving 
payments, those kept open in antici- 
pation of possible payments to be met 
in the future. The company would 
periodically sample its open-case file 
to determine the percentage of open 
cases actively receiving indemnity. 

Working from these suggestions, 
the Division sent exploratory letters 
to the nine largest companies that, 
together with the carrier already co- 
operating, wrote almost half of all the 
1951 compensation business of private 
carriers. Data were also requested 
from the four largest State funds and 
from the Bureau of Employees’ Com- 
pensation, which administers the 
Federal acts. 

The response was excellent. The 
carriers cooperated wholeheartedly in 
providing estimates obtained by the 
method suggested, in developing al- 
ternative methods suited to other 
types of record-keeping procedures, 
in explaining differences in company 
Practice with respect to holding cases 
open, and in making suggestions-or 
warning against pitfalls-related to 
methods of projecting the data of the 
cooperating carriers to a national 
total. 

Even with all this assistance, the 
end result of the beneficiary project 
fell short of the desired goal. It has 
not been possible to develop a defini- 
tive figure for use currently and as a 
benchmark in the statistical series on 
social insurance beneficiaries. The 
project yielded instead a broad range 
that almost certainly encompasses 
the true figure but for which no sta- 
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tistical tests of reliability or signifi- 
cance have been attempted. 

It is estimated that, in an average 
week, the number of injured Workmen 
and of survivor families receiving 
cash compensation is about 400,000; 
possibly, however, the number is as 
low as 340,000 or as high as 470,000. 
The lower limit is based on the re- 
turns of only those cooperating car- 
riers that determined the active in- 
demnity cases by actually sampling 

4 their open-case files to obtain a ratio, 
an average payment per indemnified 
workday, or whatever measure best 
suited their record-keeping proce- 
dures-plus information for the fed- 
erally administered acts. The upper 
end of the range has been placed high 
enough to include returns from all 
the cooperating carriers, including 
those that estimated the ratio with- 
out a detailed inspection of their open 
cases. 

For use in projecting the data from 
the cooperating carriers to a national 
total, various indexes were available. 
Among them were data on premiums 
and losses on both an incurred and 
paid basis. The alternative methods 
of projecting the data produced more 
or less the same total; any slight vari- 
ations were lost in the broad range 
resulting from the sharp differences 
in the reports of the cooperating car- 
riers. Consequently the simplest 
method was used, and the data were 
projected on the basis of losses paid 
during the year, available for seif- 
insurers as well as private carriers 
and State funds. 

Early in the project, it was recog- 
nized that there could be considerable 
variation among the carriers in the 
ratio of active indemnity cases to 
total open cases, not only because of 
differences in policy with respect to 
holding cases open but also because 
the open-case count for some com- 
panies includes cases receiving med- 
ical care only. It had been expected, 
however, that after these differences 
were eliminated through application 
of the ratios or other data provided 
by the carriers, there would be simil- 

arity among the carriers in the rela- 
tionship between the number of cases 
actively receiving indemnity pay- 
ments and such measures as the com- 
pany’s payments on losses during the 
year or its reserves. Instead the car- 
riers fell into two quite distinct 
groups. The companies that had sam- 
pled their open-case files came out 
with much lower beneilciary counts 
in relation to payments and reserves 
than did those companies that made 
estimates of the ratio or number 
without actually drawing a sample or 
inspecting the open file. 

At first glance, this might appear 
to be a difference due solely to the 
degree of accuracy of the data pre- 
pared for the projectlo Analysis of 
published figures on the writings of 
these carriers on a State-by-State 
basis, however, indicates a real dif- 
ference between the two groups-a 
difference that confirms the direction, 
although not necessarily the magni- 
tude, of the difference in the special 
project data. The basic difference lies 
in the liberality of the laws (as meas- 
ured by weekly benefit amounts and 

10 A company that did not perform the 
sampling operation, for example, might 
have proceeded on the assumption that all 
open indemnity cases were active and 
based its ratio on payment activity to 
total activity; application of this ratio to 
the open-case count would then yield a 
figure inflated by inclusion of open cases 
on which no activity occurred during the 
month. The extent of this inflationary 
factor would depend on the company’s 
policy of holding cases open. It would be 
especially great where the company fol- 
lows a conservative policy and holds a 
case open-even though the employee has 
returned to work-if it appears that the 
nature of the injury is such that pay- 
ments may have to be resumed at some 
future date. For one company with a pol- 
icy of holding such cases open, data are 
available to gauge the magnitude of the 
inflationary factor. The ratio of the com- 
pany’s active cases to the total number 
open is approximately 54 percent; of those 
cases involving activity, indemnity pay- 
ments are made on approximately 52 per- 
cent. Thus, in terms of active cases, this 
COmpany’s ratio of cases with indemnity 
payments is 52 percent, but in terms of 
open cases the ratio is 28 percent (54 per- 
cent times 52 percent). 

the duration of payments for death 
or permanent disability cases) under 
which the companies write most of 
their business. The more liberal the 
law, the greater the losses that must 
be paid and the reserves that must be 
accumulated per beneilciary case. The 
analysis showed that the cooperating 
carriers with low beneficiary counts 
in relation to reserves and losses had 
relatively more of their business in 
States with the most liberal laws and 
relatively less in States with the least 
liberal laws than did the carriers with 
high beneficiary counts. 

There is thus reason to believe that 
a national count of beneficiaries 
based only on the data provided by 
the carriers that sampled their open 
files and came up with relatively low 
beneficiary counts would give undue 
weight to business written in States 
with liberal laws and by carriers 
known to be liberal in providing med- 
ical care and rehabilitation. On the 
other hand, a national estimate of 
beneficiaries based on data provided 
by all cooperating carriers would give 
undue weight to those carriers that 
included in their beneficiary count 
active but nonpaying cases. It is rea- 
sonable to conclude that the true 
count of beneficiaries lies between the 
two polar figures-340,000 and 470,- 
000. Analysis of other data, including 
those of the National Council on 
Compensation Insurance and the 
State data used in connection with 
the earlier efforts to obtain an esti- 
mate of the number of beneficiaries, 
suggests a Agure slightly less than 
400,000. 

This special project to obtain an 
estimate of the number of beneflci- 
aries drawing cash payments has 
been described in more detail than is 
perhaps warranted by its results. The 
detail is considered necessary as a 
warning to possible users of the esti- 
mate-a caveat emptor, as it were. It 
is hoped, too, that a detailed descrip- 
tion in the nature of a progress report 
may stimulate further attempts to 
narrow the broad range to a defini- 
tive figure. 
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